Abstract -This paper shows the impact of the atomic capabilities concept to include control-oriented knowledge of linear control systems in the decisions making structure of physical agents. These agents operate in a real environment managing physical objects (e.g. their physical bodies) in coordinated tasks. This approach is presented using an introspective reasoning approach and control theory based on the specific tasks of passing a ball and executing the offside manoeuvre between physical agents in the robotic soccer testbed. Experimental results and conclusions are presented, emphasising the advantages of our approach that improve the multi-agent performance in cooperative systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Physical agents (e.g. mobile robots) that operate in a real environment managing physical objects (e.g. their physical bodies) lack accurate knowledge about the physical features of their bodies. This lack results in a loss of performance in cooperative decisions in coordinated tasks. This lack of information is caused by the absence of appropriate representations of the physical features of physical objects (e.g. their dynamics), namely, the absence of an agents-oriented representation of the specifications of automatic controllers.
The atomic capabilities concept is our proposal aimed at closing the gap between the agents and the low abstraction level of automatic control architectures. The idea is that the atomic capabilities include control-oriented knowledge about the specifications, structure and other relevant details that are encapsulated in every controller. Otherwise, this specific knowledge about every controller is not taken into account and never reused in order to achieve better agent cooperation. This cooperation is measured in terms of physically grounded and reliable commitments which result in a group of cooperating agents performing better.
In this research line, some authors have studied the problems related to the control, coordination and cooperation between physical agents (agents + physical bodies) when executing coordinated tasks, taking into account the dynamics of their physical bodies, but a general formalization based on the atomic capabilities concept has not been completely carried out.
For instance, [1] introduces dynamic aspects into the design of physical agents. Some approaches are introduced into this concept that takes dynamics into account to evaluate the difficulty of agent actions.
References [2] and [3] show their approach applied to a ball passing experiment between two robots. The purpose of the examples is to show the usefulness of inter-agent negotiation with explicit representations of dynamics and also to improve the decision of when and how to carry out the task with respect to static knowledge.
References [1] , [4] , [5] , [6] show an example of convoying two autonomous mobile robots controlled as agents. The rear agent has the responsibility of avoiding collisions, but both are responsible for the reliability of secure decisions based on dynamics. The co-operative decisions based on dynamics provide the controllers with safer set points and a better coordinated control.
The aim of [7] is to find some attributes that describe the dynamics of the physical body of any agent, and to use them in a decision algorithm to let the agent know about its physical limitations.
According to [8] , a good way to improve the cooperation performance between physical agents is to provide them with introspection about their physical bodies and their own limitations. This introspection allows the agents to manage their commitments better and avoid undesirable situations.
Reference [9] shows an example of a set of atomic capabilities and how it is a good way to represent knowledge related to the agent's physical body in order to improve the decisions making structure in a cooperative system. So, [9] addresses introspective reasoning in relation to these atomic capabilities to show how the performance of the multi-agent system is improved when the agents can manage their bodies by taking into account the atomic capabilities associated with their controllers.
An example of atomic capabilities is used in [10] and [11] in order to represent the dynamics of the physical agent as well as to generate and obtain dynamics diversity.
The capabilities seem to be the best way of representing the knowledge about the physical features of the systems in the above works, but it is still difficult to choose the infonnation to include in these capabilities. In spite of this, it is possible to assume that the atomic capabilities have to be directly related to the controllers of the objects that the agents manage. Thus, it is possible to extract the information from the controllers in order to obtain a good physical knowledge of the agent's body. Along this research line, this paper attempts to formalize the atomic capabilities concept in a particular forniulation for linear control systems. Specifically, this paper shows the impact of the atomic capabilities concept on the decisions making structure of physical agents when executing coordinated tasks. In this implementation both the passing a ball and the offside manoeuvre betxveen physical agents in the robotic soccer testbed are used as coordinated tasks. This approach is extremely effective at the level of automatic control when it is necessary to have a decisions making structure about commitments between physical agents that takes into account dynamic aspects of their physical bodies in order to make physically feasible decisions and to get secure and reachable commitments.
Section II of this paper shows studies on the atomic capabilities concept applied to linear control systems. Section III shows the atomic capabilities approach in mobile robotics. Section IV gives an explanation of the study cases. Section V shows our approach to include control-oriented knowledge in According to [12] . in the study and design of a control system based on the system's response, specifications are usually given in terms of the transient and the steady-state performance, and controllers are designed so that the specifications are all met by the designed system Control engineers should know the specifications that the system's response must achieve before designing the controller for a system [13] . These specifications describe the response of the controlled system. They can be used to complete the atomic capabilities according to the control theory foundations. However, this information must be modified in order to accomplish the following requirements. I Knowledge in the atomic capabilities must be gencral and useful to represent any controlledi svsteny} 2 Atomic capabilities must alloxw computational treatment in order to be understandable foi the agents 3. Atomic capabilities must be comparable in order to be exploited as a decision tool by the agents. The relevance of the atomic capabilities representation is related to the possibility of representing different automatic controllers with different control algorithms and different control laws of an effective fashion in order to be able to compare and use them as a decision tool and hence manage the agent's physical body in a better way.
The following atomic capabilities have been selected as a first attempt on which to base our approach for Multi Persistence (YA): This shows the capability of the controlled system to follow the set point when there are external disturbances affecting the value of the system output. Rejecting disturbances is sometimes a specification of controller design and evaluating it depends on control engineer criteria. However, (4) and (5) provide the persistence for the two most common disturbances, the step signal and the pulse signal in the SISO case. For the pulse disturbances:
B is the pulse area, B = (amplitude)*(duration). If YA(%/) < 0 then yA(%o) = 0%, therefore, the system does not reject disturbances. If there is more than one kind of disturbance then the value of YA(°/) will be the maximum value of the persistence of all of them. In (6) is shown the MIMO case.
the maximum variations of these parameters (MP(,k) and MGY,k)), taking into account the k-th input and the j-th output of the linear control system, the following robustness definition is proposed in (7). Different dynamics can be designed using the above linearised model depending on the control engineer criteria. Figure 1 It is possible to extract some atomic capabilities according to the definitions described in section II and the step responses shown in figure 1= and use them. as a decision tool to select, for instance, the best controller to perform the proposed coordinated tasks. In this particular implementation all the weight coefficients are fixed to 1 to give the maximum relevance degree for each atomic capability component. Moreover, we have supposed that lOO% of disturbances that affect the system are steps with amplitude 3.75cm and duration 1 second (e.g. a probablc crash with other mobile robot). Table I shows the atomic capabilities associated to each movement controllcer In the first task two physical agents are involved. The passer must strike the ball towards the interception point in a suitable way. The shooter must intercept and shoot the ball with the intention of scoring in the opposite goal. Figure 2a shows an example of this task. It is possible to describe the overall state using the distance DI between the ball and the possible interception point IP. the initial speed of the ball Vo, which determines its behaviour, and the distance D. between the shooter and the IP. A more detailed explanation about this task can be found in [9,j According to the task requirements the variables involved with the physical and time constraints of the shooter are the time needed to perform the task, the distance Dbetween the shooter and the IP. and the orientation of the shooter 0A. In order to use a more generic value, the orientation of the shooter is described in (14) . Figure 2b shows the variables that describe the shooter state i-1A')4 .In the second task two physical agents are involved.
Dejenderl and Defender2 must coordinate between them 730 JOL-01 +101--OFi to perform an offside manoeuvre and to avoid of this way the success of the passing a ball between two opposite physical agents. Figure 3 shows a situation example of this task. It is possible to describe the overall state using the time of the passer to strike the ball Timep, the distances D3 and D4 between each defender and the offside line as well as their respective generic orientations 6B and Oc, (similar to OA, but using as reference OL). implemented using neural networks -NNI-. This takes into account the environment state and the task requirements in order to give the agent's capability to perform the proposed task based on an execution certainty index {CIci} for each available controller. The resulting neural networks are not the result of an exhaustive search for the optimal configuration to suit these tasks, but rather the quickest and most successful of some alternatives with different numbers of hidden units and different learning rates. Figure 5 shows a scheme of our introspection process. Thus, the physical agent performs introspective reasoning in relation to its body to make individual and cooperative decisions in the tasks execution. figure 4 . This approach allows to the physical agent to be aware if it is able to do the expected task (introspective reasoning) by selecting the most suitable controller to perform it (managing the atomic capabilities associated with each controller).
What must the agent do? Figure 4 . Scheme to obtain intelligent behaviours between agents.
For the first task the environment state is related to the shooter state {D2, OA}, the ball state {Vo, D1} and a combination of the situations described in section IV that we have called Case. The task requirements are related to the approach to task control and task execution described in [8] where a neural network NNo gives the execution time of the task TimeT. For the second task the environment state is related to the defenders state {D3, OB, D4, Oc}, and the analysed Case. The task requirements are related to the needed time to perform the offside manoeuvre Timep and Table II ). Table IV shows the management rate of the controllers inside the agent's physical body for the task 1. The selected controller has the best performance for executing the proposed task. The physical agent really manages its behaviour controllers according to the information given by its atomic capabilities. Thus, a good management of the agent's physical body depending on its capabilities is in fact a good way to solve this decisions making problem and improve the performance of the multi-agent systems in coordinated tasks. VII.
CONCtLUSIONS
This work shows that a good way of improving the cooperation perforniance betwecn physical agents is to provide to them with introspection on the physical features of the physical objects (e.g. their physical bodies) that thev handle. in order to manage their commitments better and to avoid possible undesirable situations. According to the above results, the atomic capabilities set is an effective tool for representing all knowledge related to the agent's physical features in order to improve the decisions making structure in a cooperative system. We have worked with introspective reasoning in relation to these atomic capabilities to show how the multi-agent system performance is improved when the agents can manage their physical objects by taking into account the atomic capabilities associated with their behavioir controllers, There are open studies on how to take advantage of this approach. Furthermore, to select one paradigm for the implementation of these concepts is not trivial at all. and its development is still open
